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ABSTRACT

We develop a technique for Blind Source Separation
based on simultaneous diagonalization of �linear com�
binations of� third�order tensor �slices� of the fourth�
order cumulant� It will be shown that� in a Jacobi�type
iteration scheme� the computation of an elementary ro�
tation can be reformulated in terms of a simultaneous
matrix diagonalization�

� INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with an alternative technique to solve
the classical problem of Blind Source Separation or In�
dependent Component Analysis �ICA�� Denote the basic
linear statistical model as�

Y 	MX 
N ���

in which the observed vector Y � the source vectorX and
the noise vector N are zero�mean random vectors with
values in R or C � Assume that the transfer matrix M
has linearly independent columns� The components of
X are mutually statistically independent� as well as sta�
tistically independent from the noise components� The
goal of ICA consists of the estimation of the transfer
matrix �or �mixing matrix�� M and the corresponding
realizations of X � given only realizations of Y �
Without a priori knowledge the ICA�problem cannot

be solved using only second�order statistics� Usually
the second�order statistics of the observation vector Y
are used to prewhiten the data� the covariance matrix
can be diagonalized by e�g� Eigenvalue Decomposition
�EVD�� In the prewhitening stage� the column space
of the transfer matrix �signal subspace� can be deter�
mined� which allows to reduce the dimensionality of the
problem in a more�sensors�than�sources set�up by simple
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projection� However the transfer matrix itself remains
unidentied up to an orthogonal �unitary� factor Q� In
the second step Q is then estimated from higher�order
cumulants of the standardized data� Several algorithms
have been presented in literature� Among the most well�
known algebraic approaches are the one by Comon ���
and the JADE�algorithm �Joint Approximate Diagonal�
ization Estimation� by Cardoso and Souloumiac ����

In the former approach Q is estimated as the best
diagonalizer� in least�squares sense� of the standardized
cumulant tensor C� Its computation takes the form of
a Jacobi�type iteration� where each elementary rotation
is basically obtained by rooting a polynomial of degree
four �for the diagonalization of a fourth�order cumu�
lant�� This technique is further analyzed in ���� it is
shown that the calculation can also take the form of
a tensorial Power Algorithm� based on only sums and
products�

In the JADE�algorithmQ is estimated as the solution
of a simultaneous EVD� The matrices to be decomposed
span the range of C� considered as a matrix�to�matrix
mapping �e�g� the cumulant slices C�k�l�� obtained by
xing the indices k and l in cijkl�� The simultaneous
EVD can be computed by Jacobi�type iteration� Each
iteration step gives rise to the best rank�� approximation
of a real symmetric ��� ���matrix �real�valued data� or
��� ���matrix �complex data��

Less well�known is the technique proposed in ����
where it is shown that� at the expense of numerical accu�
racy� the computational cost of the preceding methods
can be lowered to the complexity of a matrix SVD� Q
is estimated as the singular matrix of a �matrix unfold�
ing� of C� the columns of which are obtained by varying
only one index �say i� in cijkl �

The aim of this paper is to ll the gap in the frame�
work discussed above� Instead of examining the prop�
erties of C considered as a fourth�order tensor� or as a
set of matrix� or vector�slices� we will investigate how
the properties of the �third�order tensor slices� can be
exploited�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � the
solution concept of simultaneous third�order tensor di�



agonalization is developed� in terms of real�valued data�
Explicit expressions for the computation of an elemen�
tary Jacobi�rotation are given in Section � �real and
complex case�� In Section � performance properties are
discussed� Section � contains simulation results� Sec�
tion � is a summarizing conclusion�

� SOLUTION CONCEPT

Denote the whitened ICA�model as�

Y � 	 QtX 
N � ���

where the standardized observation vector Y �� the
source vector X and the noise vector N � are zero�mean
random vectors in RN � We denote the fourth�order cu�
mulant tensor of Y � by C�
We associate to C a linear transformation of RN to

the vector space of real third�order tensors RN�N�N in
the following way�

V � 	 C�V � �� v�ijk 	
X
l

Cijklvl ���

for all index values� This linear mapping has a special
structure� Neglecting the noise term in Eq� ���� the
singular values are given by sign��n� �� � n � N��
where �n symbolizes the kurtosis of the nth source� The
corresponding right singular vectors are the columns of
Q� denoted by Qn �� � n � N�� The corresponding
�left singular tensors� Qn �� � n � N� are given by�

�Qn�ijk 	 sign��n� �Qn�i�Qn�j�Qn�k ���

So the SVD of the linear mapping reveals the standard�
ized transfer matrix� Like in other ICA�algorithms we
claim for identiability reasons that at most one source
is non�kurtic� A crucial remark is that all the third�
order tensors in the range space of C can be written as a
linear combination of the left singular tensors� such that
they can be diagonalized by Q�
When noise is present and�or when the statistics of Y

are only available with limited accuracy� the derivation
above is only approximately valid� We propose to es�
timate Q as the orthogonal matrix that simultaneously
diagonalizes as far as possible �in least�squares sense� a
set of third�order tensors that form a basis for the range
of C� Formally� if we denote the set to be diagonalized as
fT �l�g���l�N�� Q is estimated as the orthogonal matrix
U that maximizes the following criterion function f �

f�U� 	
X
l

�
X
n

jt�
�l�
nnnj

�� ���

where T �
�l�

denotes the tensor T �l�� after multiplication
with U�

t�nnn 	
X
p

X
q

X
r

unpunqunrt
�l�
pqr ���

An orthogonal basis for the range of the linear mapping
can be obtained from its SVD� together with a rst es�
timate of Q� It is also possible to nd an ordinary basis
by simple transformation under C of N linearly indepen�
dent vectors� E�g� transformation of the canonical unit
vectors corresponds to choosing the third�order tensor
slices C�l�� obtained by xing the index l in cijkl �
The algebraic technique of simultaneous third�order

tensor diagonalization can be linked to the statisti�
cal concept of contrast optimization� established in ����
Without going into details� the related contrast function
takes the form of

c�U� 	

NX
n�l

cum�zn� zn� zn� zl�
� ���

where the stochastic vector Z� with components zn �� �
n � N�� is dened according to Z 	 UY ��
The best simultaneous diagonalizer Q will be com�

puted by Jacobi�iteration� In each step the set of N
��� �� ���tensors associated with the elementary rota�
tion� will be diagonalized as far as possible�

� ELEMENTARY ROTATIONS

The determination of an elementary rotation is the ac�
tual core of the algorithm� Although this result might
seem contra�intuitive� it turns out that the simultaneous
diagonalization of N �� � � � ���tensors is mathemati�
cally equivalent to the simultaneous diagonalization of
N symmetric �Hermitean� ������matrices� constructed
from the third�order tensors� Simultaneous diagonaliza�
tion of a set of matrices is discussed in ��� �� ��� The
translation of the tensor problem to the matrix problem
depends on the context�

��� Real�valued Data

First we introduce some new notations� We use the
standard representation of Givens rotations�

U 	

�
cos� � sin�
sin� cos�

�
���

Further we denote by f �C�l�g���l�N� the set of ��������
tensors to be diagonalized� We also construct the real
symmetric ��� ���matrix B� dened by�

b�� 	 �a��� 
 �a��� 
 a��� ���

b�� 	 �a��� b�� 	 a� ����

in which a�� a�� a�� a� are given by�
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X
l
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Using these notations� it is only a matter of tedious cal�
culations to show that the criterion ��� takes the form

f�U� 	 W T �B �W ����

in which W
def
	 �sin���� cos�����T � Hence the opti�

mal rotation can be found by computing the dominant
eigenvector of B and normalizing it to unit�length� The
sign of this vector can be xed by restricting U to the
set of inner rotations �� � ������
������
The core of the JADE�algorithm is also in the form of

Eq� ����� When JADE aims at diagonalizing the cumu�
lant slices C�k�l�� the cost of computing the equivalent
of B is roughly the same as well�

��� Complex�valued Data� Case �

The derivation in Section � can be repeated for complex
data� Let us dene the fourth�order cumulant C as

cijkl 	 cum�y�i� y
�
j
�
� y�k

�
� y�l� ����

and adjust the notation of Eqs����������� In addition� we
will represent an elementary complex Givens rotation as

U 	

�
cos� �ej� sin�

e�j� sin� cos�

�
����

Now consider the real symmetric ��� ���matrix B� de�
ned by �Re and Im denote the real resp� imaginary
part of a complex number��

b�� 	 a� b�� 	 Im�a�� � a���� ����

b�� 	 Im�a� 
 a� 
 a� 
 a	��� ����

b�� 	 Re�a�� 
 a	 � a� � a����� ����

b�� 	 a�� � a�� b�� 	 a�� 
 a�� ����

in which the auxiliary variables are given by�
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Now the criterion function takes the form

f�U� 	 W T �B �W ����

in which W
def
	 �cos���� sin���� sin � sin���� cos ��T �

Like in the real case� the optimal rotation can be found
via the dominant eigenvector of B�

��� Complex�valued Data� Case �

With respect to the linear transformation in Eq� ���� it
would be slightly more natural to dene the fourth�order
cumulant C by

cijkl 	 cum�y�i� y
�
j � y

�
k� y

�
l

�
� ����

However� dened in this way� C is theoretically zero
for circular random variables� On the other hand� an
ICA�technique based on denition ���� may have a sig�
nicantly higher performance than an algorithm based
on denition ���� if the sources are substantially non�
circular� The results of the preceding sections can be
generalized when one starts from denition ���� as well�
Detailed calculations are available on request�

� PROPERTIES

��� Uniform Performance

In ��� it is proved that all ICA�techniques� based on
optimisation of an orthogonal contrast function after
prewhitening� exhibit the property of equivariance� This
implies that� for a su�ciently low noise level� the qual�
ity of source separation is independent of the mixing
matrix�

If we denote the estimated transfer matrix as �M� the
rejection of source q in the estimate of source p can be
quantied by the Interference�to�Signal Ratio ISRpq 	

E�j �My �Mj�� �y symbolizes the Moore�Penrose inverse��
For su�ciently long datasets� and for su�ciently low
levels of the noise power ��N � the performance is bounded
as follows ����

lim
�N���T��

ISRpq 
 ISRqp

�
�

�

�T
����

in which T is the length of the dataset� The bound is
actually reached by e�g� the technique presented in this
paper �see Section ���

��� Spatial Matched Filter

If the estimate �M is used to implement a Minimum Vari�
ance Distortionless Response lter �MVDR�� the beam�
former asymptotically corresponds to a spatial matched
lter� when the noise is spatially white and Gaussian
�the proof of this property is omitted for the sake
of brevity�� The resulting beamformer maximizes the
power of each source estimate with respect to the sum
of the power of the interferences and the noise�



� SIMULATION RESULTS

We illustrate with two experiments� taken from ����
Two mutually independent and temporally white sig�
nals� uniformly distributed on the unit circle� impinge
on a linear ��� equispaced array of �� unit�gain omni�
directional sensors in the far eld of the emitters� The
source powers are denoted as ��� and ��� � In the simu�
lations the lengths of the columns of �M are normalized
in the sense that the source estimates have unit power�
Hence� theoretically the elements of the transfer ma�
trix are given by mpq 	 �qe

�j�p�q � where 	q denotes
the electrical angle of source q� In each experiment the
datalength T 	 ���� All curves are obtained by averag�
ing over ��� Monte Carlo simulations�
The results obtained by simultaneous tensor diago�

nalisation turn out to be nearly the same as the re�
sults of the JADE�algorithm� According to ��� the ICA�
algorithm by Comon behaves similarly as well�
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	 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that ICA can be realized by simultane�
ous diagonalization of third�order tensors� spanning the
range of the standardized fourth�order cumulant� Com�
putational requirements and performance are similar to
those of the JADE�algorithm� The results in this paper
can also be used in case the higher�order stage of ICA
is based on the third�order cumulant itself �for sources
with an unsymmetric probability distribution��
MATLAB�code is available by anonymous ftp from

ftp�esat�kuleuven�ac�be�
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